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WHERE WERE THE FLEUR DE LYS
AT THE NDP VICTORY PARTY?
Open letter to BRAD LAVIGNE,
NDP Election Campaign Director
May 11, 2011
Dear Brad,

Photo: Doug Caribb

F

or 50 years I have worked for the
historic gains achieved by the NDP
on May 2 by putting up NDP election signs, pulling the vote on E-day,
and contributing handsomely to party
coffers. Being Franco-Canadian, I followed the Election Night coverage on
Radio-Canada only to find, as the telecast focused on the Constitution Room
at the Metro Convention Centre, that
our splendid electoral breakthrough was
marred by an entirely avoidable visual image.
A sea of Maple Leaf flags –
without a single Fleur de Lys in sight –
greeted the tide of Quebecois voters as
a backdrop to Jack Layton’s address as
leader-elect of the Official Opposition.
This was an inexcusable faux pas! We
presume it happened without the prior
knowledge of the Leader. In any case
it cannot be ignored – lest our breakthrough in Quebec turn into a one-night
stand. Brad, while I have received e-mail
messages daily from you leading up to
May 2, I have waited for over a week for
any kind of public acknowledgment of
this blunder on election night.
It is for this reason that I am addressing this open letter to you. I have
stood up in defence of the Fleur de Lys on
several occasions, both as a party member and as a former resident of Quebec.
For example, at Brockville at the time of
the Meech Lake Accord, when reactionaries trampled the Fleur-de-Lys flag, and
the media eagerly transmitted the hateful images of anti-Quebec chauvinism in
action.
Brad, I believe I have the right
to ask that the NDP, starting with you
as the federal campaign director, publicly
acknowledge the “flag error” and explain
how it occurred. The party should apologize for it and pledge that at future NDP/
NPD events the Fleur de Lys be accorded
equal status with the Maple Leaf.

I wish this acknowledgment and
correction be done expeditiously. I am
sure that New Democrats would agree
that we do not want the flag slap in the
face of Quebec to mar the proceedings
at the upcoming June federal NDP convention in Vancouver. Please respond to
this appeal as soon as possible.
Sincerely yours,
Hans Modlich
Member of Federal Steering Committee,
NDP Socialist Caucus

Lettre ouverte à BRAD LAVIGNE,
Directeur de la campagne du NPD pour
les élections fédérales
le 11 Mai 2011
Cher Brad,

D

epuis 50 ans j’ai travaillé pour
les gains historiques acquis par
le NPD ce 2 mai en mettant des
pancartes électorales du NPD, incitant
au vote le jour de l’élection, et en contribuant généreusement aux coffres du
parti.
Étant franco-Canadiens, j’ai
suivi la soirée des élections à Radio-Can-

ada seulement pour constater que notre
percée spectaculaire était entachée par
une image dont on aurait complètement
pu se passer.
C’est une mer de drapeaux
portant l’emblème du Canada, la feuille
d’érable, sans un seul drapeau fleurdelisé
à l’horizon qui - en toile de fond du discours de Jack Layton en tant que leader
élu de l’opposition officielle dans la « la
salle de la constitution » - a accueillit la
vague de votes Québécois.
Ceci était un impair inexcusable! Nous doutons que cette erreur ait
été commise avec la connaissance préalable du chef du parti. Dans les cas, ceci
ne peut pas être ignoré de peur de faire
de notre percée au Québec une aventure
d’un soir.
Brad, bien que j’ai reçu des courriels quotidiens précédant le 2 mai, j’ai
attendu plus d’une semaine pour une reconnaissance publique de quelque type
que soit pour cette bourde la nuit des
élections. C’est pour cette raison que je
vous adresse cette lettre ouverte.
Je me suis porté à la défense du
fleurdelisé à plusieurs occasions dans ma
vie, autant en tant que membre du parti
qu’en tant qu’ancien résident du Québec.
Par exemple, à Brockville à l’époque du
Lac Meech, lorsque les réactionnaires
continued on page thirteen
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The Class of 2011
By Sean Cain

ists in Tunisia, Egypt, Syria, Yemen, Libya
and others who were involved in the uprisings. Among these is Gigi Ibrahim, a
young Egyptian socialist who regularly
features on various news programs and
currently graces the cover page of this
edition of Turn Left.
While dictators were running
for cover in the Middle East, young
people were making waves in Quebec
and throughout Canada. The massive
upturn of support for the NDP in Quebec led to a number of victories of young
workers and students from the province
during the May 2011 election. They include students, a pub manager, a nurse,
a writer and researcher, a teacher, several information technology workers and
social activists, and a nineteen year-old
who was planning to spend the summer
working at a golf course.
The NDP is usually criticized for
being a party of “special interests,” such
as young people, workers, women, seniors, low income Canadians, Aboriginal
People, immigrants and New Canadians
– you know, essentially everybody. And
were actually accused of that, like it’s a
bad thing.

The May 2nd election showed
that we are the party of both diversity
and the majority, and we should start
1968. 1989. 2011.
acting like it. The new, young MPs of
It happens evthe NDP can provide a real leftist edge
ery twenty years
to counteract the spectacular failures of
or so. Young peoneo-liberal economic and social policy.
ple decide they’ve
The current Tory finance minhad enough and
ister, Jim Flaherty, was no less than nine
put their lives on
months ago touting Ireland – Ireland - as
the line to fight
a low tax economic model for Canada to
the oppression and injustices of the past.
follow. One government bankruptcy and
1968 saw the uprisings of Chimassive IMF bailout later, Mr. Flaherty
cago, Paris and Prague, where students
seems a little more humble about the
challenged the power of political and
supposed benefits of slashing corporate
military authorities. Two decades later,
taxes like Ireland did, yet he still seems
young people throughout Eastern Euwilling to continue this failed policy in his
rope and the former Soviet Union helped
most recent budget.
overthrow Stalinist tyranny. The same
This is where a youthful and
year, hundreds of thousands descended
more forward-looking NDP can make a
on Tiananmen Square in Beijing to call
real difference. After having our backs
for democratic reforms.
against the wall for almost three deThis isn’t to say that these recades, it’s time we fight back – hard –
volts were always successful. For years
with policies that benefit working peoafter 1968, the U.S. war machine conple, students and those living in poverty.
tinued to kill millions in south-east Asia,
The Socialist Caucus resolutions
the global capitalist system carried on
we have submitted to convention focus
its usual record of economic exploitaon social ownership, economic demoction, poverty and injustice, and China
racy, workers’ rights, fair and progressive
has simply went from being
taxation, eliminating tuition
a Stalinist dictatorship to a
fees, calling for an end to
capitalist one. Out with the
military adventurism in the
old boss, in with the new.
Middle East, and democraFast forward to
tizing the NDP.
“The NDP is usually criticized for
2011.
The Arab Spring
If young people can risk
being a party of ‘special interests’,
shocked both the West and
their lives fighting against
such as young people, low-income
their well-funded oil tyrants
brutal military regimes in the
of the Middle East. Yet
Middle East, than certainly
Canadians, workers, people of
what the corporate media
we can propose progrescolour, women, seniors, Aboriginal
didn’t report on were the
sive and socialist policies
People, New Canadians – you know,
tens of thousands of young
to improve lives of working
socialists and labour activpeople here in Canada. n
essentially everybody.”
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PROFILE: Dan Harris, MP for Scarborough Southwest

T

urn Left Editor Sean Cain spoke
with the newly elected MP from
Scarborough Southwest, Dan
Harris.
SC: First of all, Dan, congratulations on
your electoral victory in Scarborough
Southwest. Tell us about your campaign
and what is was like to work with so
many youth and labour union activists?
DH: Thanks Sean, my feet are firmly
anchored to the ground but I have
been feeling like I’ve been floating
since election day. We’re a long way
from June 4th, 1995 when I joined the
NDP at age 15. As you well know from
our own work together in the Ontario
New Democratic Youth (ONDY) and
the New Democratic Youth of Canada
(NDYC), I enjoy engaging young people
in the political process.
This election was no different. I went out to each of the local high
schools and recruited students as they
were coming out of school and we had
enough student volunteers to distribute one piece to the entire riding. It
was incredible having so many young
people involved. I’ve also always made
sure to include students under 18 when
meeting them on doorsteps or on the
street to remind them that their issues
are important and that they have a voice
even if they can’t vote.
Organized Labour wasn’t
as involved in my local campaign this
time. Much like the party and working
people, labour doesn’t have enough
resources to go around and they are
being stretched more and more. So it’s
certainly not a rebuke, nor am I upset, I
understand the current reality (though
that changed a lot on May 2nd) and I
look forward to working with labour
over the next four years.
There were certainly many
labour activists who helped on the

campaign and I’ve had tremendous support from labour in previous campaigns,
particularly my municipal run in 2006
where I got to work closely with Julius
Deutsch, and wish he was here to see
this.
SC: During the past few months, we’ve
seen young people and students from
the Middle East to Quebec engage in
political action like never before and
win huge victories. Why do you think
this is happening now and how can the
Left keep this momentum going? What
can the NDP do to allow for more youth
activism in the party?
DH: Well, I think the NDP has done
the biggest thing it could do already,
elect a whole bunch of young people as
members of parliament. As a first step,
this shows young Canadians that their
views are represented in the House of
Commons. As to why it’s happening?
That’s far too complicated to respond

comprehensively, but I think in many
cases worldwide there is a feeling from
the younger generation that they don’t
like how things are being run and want
to do it differently.
These things happen from
time to time when many people feel
left out. Here in Canada, as the Official
Opposition, we can work to include
more Canadians in the process and to
propose legislation that will provide
more opportunities to young Canadians,
Seniors, protects the environment and
much more. The spotlight is on us now
and I think it’s great because our message will reach more people.
SC: It’s clear what the Harper agenda
will bring: more tax breaks to the banks,
oil companies and his corporate friends,
attacks on the living standards of working people, huge cutbacks to social programs like health care and education,
continued on page thirteen
Turn Left
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Defeating Harper’s Tories in the
Parliament of the Streets
Photo: Asmaa Dee

New Democrats across the country
worked hard for the big gains of
the May 2011 election. But as Barry
Weisleder explains, the hard work is
just beginning

G

ood or bad? May 2 catapulted the union-based
New Democratic Party
into second place, Official Opposition, bearing
historic gains. Good.
But the total seat tally enabled
the Conservatives to eke out a parliamentary majority. Not good.
So what’s the conclusion?
Are we in a four-year holding pattern,
doomed to witness the slow train wreck
of a century of social benefits? Not if
we choose to resist.
Actually, those afflicted with a
case of post-election blues should take
heart. The workers’ movement across
the Canadian state has rarely had a better opportunity to seize the time, stop
the bleeding, and take charge of the
situation. Consider the following:
1. The Harper majority is an artificial
product of an undemocratic electoral
system. Winning only 39.5% of the
votes cast, less than one-quarter of the
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total electorate, Harper has no mandate to carry out his vicious anti-labour
agenda. While his appointment of three
defeated Conservative candidates to
the Senate shows his undiminished arrogance, Harper is a paper tiger. He can
be stopped. Clearly, it will take mass
labour economic and political action,
starting with active support for the
postal workers’ struggle against concessions. But the main point remains: the
Tory agenda can be halted.

industries inside Quebec, and to respect
a future vote for sovereignty, fueled
expectations. Thus, NDP Leader Jack
Layton is riding a bull. He may tame it,
or it may buck him. Still, the new political situation has erected a bridge between the workers’ movements in both
nations. The Canadian Union of Postal
Workers’ collective bargaining struggle
may be the bellwether of Pan-Canadian
workers’ unity against the Canadian capitalist class and their anti-labour agenda.

2. The May 2 federal election put to rest
‘strategic voting’, bourgeois coalitionmaking, and all talk of NDP-Liberal
merger. Those examples of blatant class
collaboration, which only confuse the
issue and divide working people, are off
the table for four years, and hopefully
forever. But the NDP ‘government in
waiting’ must prove it is up to the task
of governing in the interests of the
workers, small farmers, oppressed nationalities, women, youths and seniors.

4. We can replace Labour’s retreat of
the past 30 years with mass resistance
today to the corporate agenda. Objective conditions for a turnaround are ripe.
The main obstacle to the resistance we
need is the pro-capitalist leadership of
our unions and the NDP. At the top of
both organizations is the same group of
privileged bureaucrats. They’ve been
rowing the boat mostly in one direction – backwards – for over a quarter
century. To change course the right
wing brass must be removed. For that to
happen, for any hope of a change of direction, we need to step up the building
of a class struggle opposition inside the
unions and the NDP. From a little acorn
grows a mighty oak tree.

3. Spectacular NDP gains in Quebec are
very significant, but very fragile. Quebec nationalist expectations are high.
They are echoed by youthful voices
among the 59 NDP Quebec MPs. Positive NDP pledges to make French the
language of work in federally regulated

5. A class struggle opposition is based

“We can replace Labour’s retreat of the
past 30 years with mass resistance to
the corporate agenda. we can prove
that the most right-wing government in
Canadian history is a paper tiger, that it
can be blown away by a strong wave of
class struggle.“

on a clear programme and a firm set of
principles reflecting the concrete needs
of the vast majority of the population.
The NDP Socialist Caucus, founded in
1998, with over 500 supporters across
the country, is based on the Manifesto
for a Socialist Canada. It is elaborated
and amplified by all the resolutions
adopted at its annual conferences over
the past 13 years. The SC commitment
to fight for public ownership of the commanding heights of the economy, under
workers’ and community democratic
control, to facilitate the transformation
towards green energy efficiency at all
levels, from industry and home heating
to mass transportation, is a powerful
example.

T

he programme of the Workers’ Solidarity and Union Democracy Coalition, founded
in 1991, and re-launched in
2005, provides another good
example. It stands for the following:
1. Resist labour concessions and social
cutbacks; 2. Support struggles for union
democracy, to make unions more accessible, accountable, transparent and participatory; 3. Take back our unions and
turn them into fighting organizations; 4.
Rely on our own strength, and renew or
create our own organizations, from the

bottom up, to fight for the interests of
working people and against corporate
profit and power.
The operating principles to
which both Workers’ Solidarity and the
NDP Socialist Caucus are committed
are basically those of the historic Paris
Commune of 1871, the first workers’
government in world history: direct democracy, proportional representation of
all currents of opinion, the right of rank
and file members to recall and replace
elected officials, and the rule that office
holders are to be paid no more than
those whom they represent.
Not everyone belongs to a
union, nor is everyone able to join or
organize a union. But all, regardless
of citizenship or status, can join the
union-based NDP and can support the
fight of the Socialist Caucus to turn the
NDP sharply to the left. What matters
is the process, the struggle itself, not to
what degree the party turns left. Most
ordinary working people who join the
labour-based party do not sign up just
to become cheerleaders for the Leader.
We join the NDP for the same reason
we join unions – to advance our class
interests.
Without labour, the NDP
would not exist. The NDP belongs to its
dues-payers, to its affiliated unions, to

its 100,000 members, to its 4.5 million
voters. We simply demand that the
NDP serve the interests of its vast social
base, not the system of exploitation and
oppression that serves a tiny corporate
elite. It is the struggle within our unions
and within the union-based NDP that
will decide the shape of the fight against
capitalist austerity and war. The current
struggle will decide the overall relationship of class forces.
This is a point worth emphasizing to our friends across the independent left: It’s time to take a stand, to
set aside academic abstractions, and to
surpass small sideline campaigns. The
road to influence over the 4.5 million
NDP voters lies through struggle against
the pro-capitalist leaders in whom millions have illusions.
Our task is not to prop up the
existing leadership, but to challenge
it, especially inside the mass organizations of the working class. Only those
mass organizations have the capacity
to educate and mobilize millions. We
should strive to win those organizations
to mass action against the rulers’ attacks
and in favour of socialist policies that
can give shape to an alternative to the
unfolding economic and environmental
continued on page twenty one
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Battons les Conservateurs de Stephen
Harper au Parlement de la rue
Les Néo-démocrates à travers le pays
ont travaillé dur pour les gains majeurs de l'élection du 2 mai 2011. Mais
comme Barry Weisleder l'explique, le
dur travail ne fait que commencer.

B

on ou mauvais? Le 2 mai a
propulsé le Nouveau Parti
démocratique basé sur les
syndicats à la deuxième
place, soit l’opposition
officielle, produisant ainsi
des gains historiques. C’est une bonne
chose.
Mais le décompte total de
sièges a permis aux Conservateurs de
gagner une majorité parlementaire. Ce
qui n’est pas bon.
Alors, quelle est la conclusion? Sommes-nous dans une période
d’attente de quatre ans, condamnés à
être témoin de la destruction lente d’un
siècle de gains sociaux? Non, si nous
choisissons de résister.
En fait, les personnes atteintes
de déprime post-électorale devraient
reprendre courage. Le mouvement ouvrier à travers l’État canadien a rarement
eu une meilleure opportunité de saisir
l’occasion, d’arrêter l’hémorragie et de
prendre en charge la situation. Considérons ce qui suit:
1. La majorité de Stephen Harper est le
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produit artificiel d’un système électoral
antidémocratique. Remportant seulement 39,5% des suffrages exprimés,
moins d’un quart de l’électorat total,
Harper n’a pas de mandat pour mener à
bien son programme anti-ouvrier brutal.
Alors que sa nomination de trois candidats conservateurs défaits au Sénat
démontre que son arrogance est intacte,
Harper est un tigre de papier. Il peut
être arrêté. De toute évidence, il faudra
des actions politiques et économiques
ouvrières de masse, en commençant
avec le soutien actif de la lutte des
travailleurs et des travailleuses des
postes contre les concessions. Mais le
point essentiel demeure: l’ordre du jour
conservateur peut être arrêté.
2. L’élection fédérale du 2 mai a mis de
côté le «vote stratégique», la mise sur
pied d’un gouvernement bourgeois de
coalition et toute discussion sur une
fusion entre le NPD et les Libéraux. Ces
exemples flagrants de collaboration de
classe, qui peuvent seulement créer de
la confusion et diviser la classe ouvrière,
ne sont plus à l’ordre du jour pour
quatre ans et espérons le pour toujours.
Mais le «gouvernement en attente»
du NPD doit prouver qu’il est capable
de gouverner dans l’intérêt de la classe
ouvrière, des petits agriculteurs, des
nationalités opprimées, des femmes, des
jeunes et des personnes âgées.

3. Les gains spectaculaire du NPD au
Québec sont très significatifs, mais aussi
très fragiles. Les attentes nationalistes
des Québecois-es sont élevées. Elles
sont reprises par les jeunes voix parmi
les 59 députés du NPD au Québec. Les
engagements positifs du NPD pour faire
du français la langue de travail dans les
entreprises sous réglementation fédérale
à l’intérieur du Québec, et de respecter
un vote futur pour la souveraineté, ont
alimentés ces attentes. Ainsi le chef
du NPD Jack Layton est monté sur un
taureau. Il peut l’apprivoiser ou il peut
se faire ruer par lui. De plus, la nouvelle
situation politique a érigé un pont entre
les mouvements ouvriers des deux nations. La lutte du Syndicat des travailleurs et des travailleuses des postes lors
des négociations collectives peut être le
baromètre de l’unité pancandienne des
travailleurs et des travailleuses contre
la classe capitaliste canadienne et son
ordre du jour anti-ouvrier.
4. Nous pouvons aujourd’hui remplacer
la retraite syndicale des 30 dernières
années avec une résistance de masse
contre l’ordre du jour des grandes entreprises. Les conditions objectives pour
un revirement sont réunies. Le principal
obstacle à la résistance dont nous avons
besoin, c’est la direction pro-capitaliste
de nos syndicats et du NPD. Au som-

Photo: Jon (Toronto)

met de ces deux organisations on retrouve le même groupe de bureaucrates
privilégiés. Ils ont fait ramer le bateau
surtout dans un sens - par en arrière –
depuis plus d’un quart de siècle. Pour
changer le cours, la bureacratie de droite
doit être éjectée. Pour que cela arrive
et pour tout espoir d’un changement de
direction, nous avons besoin d’intensifier
la construction d’une opposition de
lutte de classe à l’intérieur des syndicats.
D’un petit gland pousse un grand chêne.
5. Une opposition de lutte de classe est
basée sur un programme clair et un solide ensemble de principes reflétant les
besoins concrets de la grande majorité
de la population. Le Caucus Socialiste
du NPD, fondé en 1997, avec plus de 500
partisans à travers le pays, est basé sur
le Manifeste pour un Canada socialiste.
Il est élaboré et amplifié par l’ensemble
des résolutions adoptées lors de ses
conférences annuelles au cours des 14
dernières années. L’engagement du CS
à lutter pour la propriété publique des
secteurs prédominants de l’économie,
sous le contrôle démocratique des travailleurs et travailleuses et des communautés, afin de faciliter la transition vers
l’efficacité énergétique verte à tous les
niveaux, de l’industrie et du chauffage
résidentiel jusqu’au transport en commun, en est un exemple puissant.

L

e programme de la Coalition
pour la Solidarité Ouvrière et la
Démocratie Syndicale (Workers’
Solidarity and Union Democracy
Coalition), fondée en 1991, et
relancée en 2005, fournit un autre bon
exemple. Il défend les points suivants:
1.Résister aux concessions syndicales et
aux reculs sociaux. 2. Soutenir les luttes
pour la démocratie syndicale, rendre les
syndicats plus accessibles, plus responsables, transparents et participatifs. 3.
Reprendre nos syndicats et les transformer en organisations de combat. 4.
S’appuyer sur nos propres forces, et
renouveler ou créer nos propres organisations, de bas en haut, pour lutter pour
les intérêts de la classe ouvrière et contre les profits et le pouvoir des grandes
entreprises.
Les principes de fonctionnement auxquels Solidarité Ouvrière
et le Caucus Socialiste du NPD se sont
engagés sont essentiellement ceux de
l’historique Commune de Paris de 1871,
le premier gouvernement ouvrier dans
l’histoire du monde: la démocratie directe, la représentation proportionnelle
de tous les courants d’opinion, le droit
des membres de la base de révoquer et
de remplacer les représentants élus, et
la règle selon laquelle les titulaires d’une
fonction ne doivent pas être payés plus
cher que ceux et celles qu’ils représentent.

Ce n’est pas tout le monde
qui appartient à un syndicat, ni tout le
monde qui est capable de se joindre à
ou de former un syndicat. Mais tous, indépendamment de leur citoyenneté ou
de leur statut, peuvent adhérer au NPD
basé sur les syndicats et peuvent soutenir la lutte du Caucus Socialiste pour
que le NPD se tourne résolument vers la
gauche. Ce qui importe est le processus,
la lutte elle-même, et non dans quelle
mesure le parti tourne à gauche. La
plupart des travailleurs et des travailleuses ordinaires qui adhèrent à un parti
basé sur les syndicats ne s’incrivent pas
juste pour devenir des cheerleaders pour
le chef. Nous adhérons au NPD pour
la même raison que nous nous affilions
à un syndicat - pour faire avancer nos
intérêts de classe.
Sans les syndicats, le NPD
n’existerait pas. Le NPD appartient à
ses membres cotisants, à ses syndicats
affiliés, à ses 100.000 membres, à ses
4.5 millions d’électeurs. Nous demandons simplement que le NPD serve les
intérêts de sa grande base sociale et non
le système d’exploitation et d’oppression
qui est au service d’une minuscule élite
capitaliste. C’est la lutte au sein de nos
syndicats et au sein du NDP basé sur les
syndicats qui décidera de la forme de la
lutte contre l’austérité capitaliste et la
Suite à la page vingt-et-un
Turn Left
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Why the NDP Must Oppose NATO and the Bombing of Libya

Turn Left takes a look at the history of Canada’s not-so “peaceful” past
and the disastrous foreign policies of the Harper Government

T

he NDP Socialist Caucus
federal conference held on
March 17 at U of Toronto
declared its opposition to
the imperialist intervention into Libya (the bombing and rocket attacks to impose a “no-fly
zone,” and impose “regime change”). The
SC will campaign across the country for
the anti-intervention position, reflected
in our resolution (see page 16) for
the 2011 NDP convention.
Sadly, NDP MPs joined
the business class parties in Parliament in support of the western military intervention in Libya,
which now is conducted by NATO,
under the command of Canadian Lieutenant-General Charles
Bouchard. The lessons of history
seem to be lost on Leader Jack
Layton and his NDP Caucus.
For generations, the
Canadian state has been consistently on the side of Israel, and
against Egypt and the Arab countries.
That includes during the Israeli wars
against Egypt, Jordan, Syria and Lebanon. Ottawa has condoned (sometimes
with mild criticism) Israeli atrocities committed repeatedly in Gaza and the West
Bank, the construction of the Apartheid
wall, the ongoing confiscation of Palestinian homes and farms, and the threats to
bomb Iran.

Whether Conservative or Liberal, the federal government has overseen,
promoted and facilitated Canadian military exports to 16 countries in the Middle East and North Africa. Those countries included Mubarak’s Egypt, Gadaffi’s
Libya and Netanyahu’s Israel. Between
1990 and 2006, the value of these exports of weapons, munitions, armoured
vehicles, jets, helicopters, drones, sur-

“

prison in Libya).
Look at Canada’s participation
in so-called “peacekeeping missions,”
such as in Congo in 1960 when U.N.
forces isolated revolutionary nationalist
leader Patrice Lumumba, facilitating his
murder by a right wing, pro-colonialist,
pro-mining, secessionist movement. It
fits the pattern. As did Canada’s “peacekeeper” role on the Golan Heights, in
Cyprus, in Somalia, in Yugoslavia,
in Haiti, and for the past decade
in Afghanistan. The latter was initially touted as a “peacekeeping”
alternative to participation in the
U.S.-led second invasion of Iraq in
2003.
Meanwhile, Canadian warships
ply the waters of the Persian Gulf
in support of the U.S. occupation
of Iraq, and in support of the US
embargo and its military threats
against Iran. Now the HMCS
Charlottetown is anchored in waters off the coast of Libya, in support of a bombing campaign involving
Canadian CF18s, in the name of a “no fly
zone.” It is a prelude to an armed occupation by US/NATO forces (or their control of the rebel regime by other means),
which is why socialists oppose it.
The truth is that “Canadian
peacekeeping” is a myth, from start to
present. It is political camouflage for imperialist intervention. Increasingly, Cana-

The uprisings in Egypt
and across the Arab
world show that the
days of imperialist rule
are numbered.
A new day is dawning.
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veillance equipment and more, was
about $1.8 Billion.
This has greatly profited Canadian manufacturers like Advantech,
Airboss, Astra International, Canadian
Airmotive, CEL Aerospace, DEW Engineering, Field Aviation Co. Ltd., (just to
name a few from the first six letters of the
alphabet), and the omnipresent SNC Lavalin (which is presently building a super-
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dian state officials speak openly in favour
of military intervention. They couch it in
terms of “the duty to protect” innocent
civilians.
In opposing imperialist intervention, and the diplomatic charade that
usually accompanies it, socialists do not
argue for an isolationist policy. Indeed,
our policy can be summarized in this
way: Injustice knows no boundaries. Solidarity knows no borders. But solidarity
starts with opposition to our own capitalist rulers, including their interventions for
power, plunder and profit abroad.
Bringing Canadians Home

I

n terms of Afghanistan, there are still
occasional political relapses at the top.
NDP MPs will sometimes say “Canadian forces can play a role as trainers or
infrastructure builders in Afghanistan –
even though that would mean supporting
the corrupt, U.S.-imposed Karzai regime.”
Canadian Forces would still be engaged

in combat “outside the wire,” since insurgents do not, as a rule, recognize military
“training” or “building” by an occupying
power as friendly activity.
Sometimes NDP MPs, including
the Leader, speak wistfully about “redeployment” of Canadian Forces to Darfur,
or to elsewhere in Africa where oil or
gold or other valuable commodities cannot be harvested due to obstruction by
pesky nationalists who want to control
their own resources.
That brings us to the current
wave of uprisings across the Arab world.
In early January, when the Tunisian masses launched their revolt, after a young
man protested the spike in food prices
by burning himself to death, the federal
NDP issued a statement.
It supports the Tunisian people.
It says Canada is well positioned to use
diplomacy (Really? Remember the election for U.N. Security Council? Ottawa
was punished for its pro-Zionist policies,
views shared by most NDP leaders). It
says “stop attacks on civilians.” But what

about demanding that then-dictator Ben
Ali step down?
The lessons of history should
not be forgotten. NDP parliamentarians
tend to be caught in a life-long contradiction. Their interests as politicians can
conflict with the interests of the millions
of workers who look to the party for social justice, equality, human rights, peace,
and environmental sustainability... in other words, for socialism.
The Socialist Caucus is dedicated to shining a light on that contradiction,
to winning the fight for socialist policies,
and to challenging the cancerous global
system known as capitalism. In short, the
SC strives to replace capitalism with a
global cooperative commonwealth. That
starts with opposing the war makers at
home.
The uprisings in Egypt and
across the Arab world show that the days
of imperial and capitalist rule are numbered. A new day is dawning. NDP members want to be part of that awakening.
n
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Former Ontario New Democratic
Youth (ONDY) Executive Member
Tyler MacKinnon looks at the recent
undemocratic move by the party
establishment to silence young, leftwing members

O

n the first weekend of November 2010, up to seventy
students and young workers
met in a small hall in Hamilton to make big changes. It was the
convention of the Ontario New Democratic Youth (ONDY). It occurs once
a year to debate, discuss, and resolve
issues within the Ontario New Democrat Party, and ensure a strong voice for

cratic principles fostered great tensions
throughout the weekend and shaped
the debates that took place. Due to the
attack on internal democracy, members of TYND, Fight Back, supporters
of Socialist Action and the broad NDP
Socialist Caucus rallied youth to the
conference and worked together to see
every pro-democracy and pro-Socialist
resolution passed.
This included support for
policies favouring free post-secondary
education, free dental care, condemning both the G20 Summit and the police
brutality that accompanied it, as well as
reversing the attempt to exclude TYND.
By the end of the conference, every
leftist resolution was adopted. On the

designed to scuttle the election on November 7, and was rejected as such.
Subsequently, the party’s top
Administrative Committee imposed a
Nov. 28 re-vote on the ONDY. It was
conducted at the site of the ONDP
Provincial Council, to which most of the
original voters could not afford to travel
to vote again. There, right wing social
democratic youth took 17 out of 20 positions on the ONDY Executive. The margin favouring the right wing was about
50 to 20 for most positions contested.
Many of the 50 never before attended an ONDY convention, and probably never will again. They were rallied
by the party establishment to return the
Youth wing to the role of a subordinate

RIGHT-WING COUP OVERTURNS
SOCIALIST WIN AT ONDY CONVENTION
party members under the age of 26.
Although the aim of the
conference was a united voice for the
party’s youth, from the moment one
entered the room a clear division was
evident. This was mainly due to the
effort made by right wing social democrats to deprive the Toronto Young
New Democrats (TYND, a downtownToronto-based group) of its club charter.
Why? It was due the hostility of the
outgoing ONDY Executive to socialist
ideas, which they claim “misrepresented
the party,” and to the alleged TYND “allegiance to a Marxist magazine, Fightback.”
This clear violation of demo-

Sunday of the conference, it was time to
vote for a new executive to lead ONDY.
Under the banner of a “United Slate for
a Democratic and Activist ONDY,” the
leftist youth worked together and won
every position on the executive.
Alas, the win was short-lived.
The losers complained to senior party
officials, who overturned the results on
a technicality. They claimed that a few
of the voters and candidates joined the
NDP less than 30 days prior to the vote,
although the party staff doing registration at the Youth convention did not
raise this concern until the very last
minute. Their demand to re-register all
seventy participants was a delay tactic

election training school, as opposed to
a year-round campaigning organization
that fights alongside young workers and
students against capitalist rule and for
real socialist change.
To put the ONDY back on an
activist footing, and to win the NDP to
an activist, anti-capitalist perspective,
groups like Fightback and the TYND
cannot do it alone, as the coup in the
ONDY demonstrated. They need to
join with radicals, young and veteran,
in the Socialist Caucus, the common
front of the NDP left. In any event, the
shameful right wing coup that seized
control of the ONDY will not be soon
forgotten. n

“Many of the young delegates never before
attended an ONDY convention
...and probably never will again.”
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Letter to Brad Levinge,
continued from page three
ont piétinés sur la scène publique le
drapeau fleurdelisé; et que les médias
ont avidemment ces images haineuses
d’anti-Québec chauvins dans le feu de
l’action.
Brad, je crois être en droit de
demander que le NPD, en commençant par vous, en tant que Directeur
de la campagne au Fédéral, reconnaisse
publiquement cette faute de drapeau
et fournisse une explication. Le parti
devrait s’excuser et s’engager à ce que
le drapeau fleurdelisé ait un status égal
dans toutes les autres fonctions futures
du NPD/NDP.
Je souhaite que cette reconnaissance et correction soit faites rapidement. Je suis certain que les Nouveaux
Démocrates seraient d’avis que nous ne
voulons pas que cette claque inadmissible infligée aux Québécois entache les
débats lors la convention fédérale du
NPD à Vancouver en Juin prochain. Je
vous serai gré de bien vouloir répondre à
cette demande le plus tôt possible.
Sincèrement,
Hans Modlich
Membre du comité directeur du
caucus socialiste du NPD
Photo: Étienne Ljóni Poisson

DAN HARRIS, CONTINUED FROM PAGE FIVE

and an environment at greater risk. As official opposition,
how will the NDP confront these policies? What alternatives will we put forth?
DH: The NDP is starting with our five priority commitments
from the election. They were the reason a lot of people
voted for us this time. Everything you mentioned in the above
question are examples of a Government headed in the wrong
direction. The NDP will be there proposing a change in direction on all those fronts.
SC: The NDP has always been the party of new ideas. Recently, proportional representation, a national pharmacare
program and a national child care program are popular
among supporters. What will the party do as official opposition to make progress on these issues? What other new
policies will it bring forth in the House of Commons?
DH: It is still very early days. We’ve had one face to face
caucus meeting so far and it’s too early to be able to get into
exactly how we’re going to be advancing those important is-

sues. You can be sure that part of it will be doing what we do
best, which is to organize and create a broad base of support
on those issues to aid the legislative front.
SC: What are some of the most surprising realities you’ve
faced so far as a first-time MP?
DH: Where to even begin, it’s been a whirlwind since May 2nd
of events, trips to Ottawa, hiring staff, finding office space, etc.
It has been a crash course in learning. The House of Commons has a fantastic orientation program for new MPs, but
with the House resuming so fast it’s all been condensed into a
short period of time.
I think the most surprising reality is just the fact that
I’m now an MP. I’ve been working towards this for a long
time, but it’s what I do with it that counts. There’s also been
the happiness and joy I’ve seen around me lately, from riding
members, constituents, family and friends.
There is a sense of hope that things might actually
change. It’s been wonderful and I will work diligently to keep
that alive through achieving results for my constituents, and
together with all 102 other NDP MPs who make up the Official Opposition, to achieve positive results for Canadians.n
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PROTECTING
OUR
PENSIONS
Hundreds of thousands of seniors are falling into poverty as pensions are being eroded. As NDP Socialist
Caucus activist John Orrett explains, it’s time for the Left to step up and rescue the Canada Pension Plan

Pensions have
been an important issue in the
class struggle for
generations. In
1880, Germany’s
Chancellor Otto
von Bismarck
introduced
Europe’s first
comprehensive
system of income security that included
retirement benefits. These programs,
supposedly to promote the well-being of
workers, were introduced to stave off far
more radical socialist measures proposed
by a rapidly growing workers’ movement
embodied in the then-Marxist German
Social Democratic Party.
In Canada, the first government
pension plan was introduced in 1966.
Along with Old Age Security and the
Guaranteed Income Supplement for low
income seniors, this regime has served as
the cornerstone of Canadian retirement
policy to the present. But it has never
been sufficient. It was never intended to
replace more than 25 per cent of a retiree’s
former average income.
Things have gotten worse in
recent years. Millions of Canadians
have no workplace pension. The average
worker approaching retirement has only
14
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saved enough through RRSPs to provide
a monthly income of $250. In 2005 the
median RRSP portfolio of older workers
aged 55 to 65 was just $65,000, hardly
enough to generate a decent retirement
income.
Workplace pensions are under
attack. In the 2010 Toronto Municipal
Strike, the industrial strike at Vale Inco,
the present lock-out at US Steel in Hamilton, and now at Canada Post, the bosses’
demands are for pension concessions to
create a two tiered work force with new
hires having poorer quality pensions.
We aren’t living in an era of capitalist expansion, as when the CPP started.
Now, capitalism is imploding under the
weight of debt. Global competition is
putting wages and benefits under attack.
Profit margins are shrinking. Stock and
bond markets are increasingly volatile.
Scepticism surrounds the
dream of ‘freedom 55’, investing in shaky
markets, and leaving pension plans up to
financial ‘experts and planners’. There is
widespread distrust of company pension
plans after the 2008 financial collapse of
such large companies as General Motors
and Nortel. These events exposed the
risky nature of company benefit plans and
revealed that workers, who build a company for years, and contribute pension
premiums, find themselves at the bottom

of the creditor totem pole.
Only a serious reform of publically run pensions can secure workers’
retirement income. No wonder that Jack
Layton’s election policy for increasing
CPP and GIS benefits was so popular in
the recent campaign success.
Much of the NDP policy comes
from the Canadian Labour Congress discussion paper, Security, Adequacy, Fairness: Labours Proposals for the Future
of Canadian Pensions. The NDP-CLC
plan calls for a doubling of CPP monthly
benefits over a seven year period funded
by increased premiums payable by both
employer and employee.
It calls for an immediate 15%
increase to the Guaranteed Income
Supplement to Old Age Security to give
our poorest seniors a better life. Finally,
the plan advocates protecting Canadian
pensions through a federal system of pension insurance that would provide a floor
of $2,500 in pension benefits per month
when an employer faces bankruptcy and
has a pension plan solvency deficit.
The NDP-CLC plan is an
improvement, but it leaves a lot to be desired. First of all, reform of the CPP and
OAS requires near unanimity among the
provinces and the support of the Federal
Government. But Finance Minister Jim
Flaherty takes his lead from the banks,

“pensions
Only a serious reform of publicly run
can possibly secure workers’

retirement income. No wonder that Jack
Layton’s election policy for increasing CPP
and GIS benefits was so popular.

”
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insurance companies and investment
dealers. He opposes any plan that isn’t
under the auspices of private enterprise.
He stonewalled Federal Provincial meetings on this issue by insisting on a private
enterprise, voluntary buy-in scheme
that would skim off billions of dollars in
workers’ savings through administration
costs (read: profits and high salaries) for
financial institutions.
With the election of a Harper
majority, this issue will be put on the back
burner. A modest increase in the GIS
may be forthcoming, but like the NDP
plan, it will not be adequate. A small
increase will not lift seniors living in
poverty out of their misery. The NDP Socialist Caucus calls for doubling the GIS
to lift all seniors out of poverty. A 15 %
increase in the CPP would also increase
a retiree’s monthly benefit, but would not
require as steep an increase in premiums
as the NDP-CLC plan proposes.
The main problem with the CPP
is that it invests in big business, which
is against workers’ interest, whereas the
OAS and GIS are paid from General Revenue. Just as debt should be eliminated as
the main support for liquidity and investment, savings should not be the major
requirement for future expenditures by
seniors. Retired people should simply
participate in the current consumption of
the Gross Domestic Product.
In 1997 Liberal Finance Minister
Paul Martin created the Canada Pension

Plan Investment Board. Previously, the
CPP invested almost entirely in Government Bonds. Under the CPP Investment
Board, billions of dollars in the Plan were
invested in international and domestic
stock markets.
In the last 14 years the whole
make up of CPP Investments has radically changed. The Plan has assets of
$148 billion. Over 53% of this is invested
in public and private equities. Over $37
billion is invested in companies outside
of Canada -- a total of 25% of the Plan’s
investments. How can this be considered
investing or saving for our retirement future when the money is not even invested
in local jobs.
Many of these companies are
in the arms industry. Others like Exxon,
Shell and Suncor are major polluters.
Some of our pension savings are invested
in companies like Vale Inco, which recently forced its employees to make concessions in their company pension plans.
Our money is used to prop up the NATO
war machine, ruin our environment and
make gains through losses in other nongovernment pension plans. How does
any of this make sense?
The Socialist Caucus demands
that the CPP Investment Board disinvest
from these industries. Instead, companies
like US Steel that have locked-out workers
should be nationalized under workers’
control, and should be supported by public investments.

We need to invest in green
technologies like mass transportation,
with our steel going into new rail lines
and electric locomotives. We should
invest in a publically owned auto industry
that builds the most fuel efficient cars and
trucks possible.
Even this will not be enough.
The system of using workers’ savings
in the form of pension contributions as
a major prop of capitalism must end.
Pension plans rarely have any say in the
running of the company. Our pension
funds are managed by economists and socalled financial experts who are ideologically and materially wedded to monopoly
capitalism.
Take for example the recent bid
by the Maple Group Acquisition Corporation to buy the Toronto Stock Exchange
and prevent its merger with the London
Stock Exchange. The Maple Group is
made up of Canada’s four largest banks,
and five of its largest pension plan funds,
including the CPP Investment Board, and
the Caisse de Depot de Quebec.
So the banks are in collusion
with the pension funds to make sure that
the TSX is under their control. This is a
complete subordination of the CPP to the
highest financial structures and institutions of Canadian corporate capitalism.
What it shows is that our effort
must be both for a better Canada Pension
Plan, and for public ownership of the big
banks. n
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Socialist Caucus Resolutions for
2011 Federal NDP Convention

T

he following resolutions were
approved by the Socialist
Caucus Federal Conference in
Toronto. They have been circulated for adoption at meetings of NDP
riding associations, Youth clubs and
affiliated unions for debate and vote at
the Federal NDP Convention. We hope
you speak out and support them on the
floor.
1. Make CPP Benefits a Decent, Living
Income for Retirees

Whereas sufficient savings to ensure an
adequate pension through an RRSP is
beyond the capacity of most Canadians,
and
Whereas the Canada Pension Plan
involves the least risk and has the lowest
administration cost of any pension plan,
Therefore be it resolved that the NDP
actively campaign for: An immediate
doubling of the combined Old Age Security and Guaranteed Income Supplement minimum benefit, An increase of
15% to the Canada Pension Plan benefit,
phased in over five years and supported
by an adequate increase in Employer and
Employee Premiums; Creation of a Federal Pension Insurance Fund to guarantee pensioners personal benefit income
of up to $2,500 per month, ensuring
that all benefit pension programmes be
indexed to the real cost of living, Reform
of the Federal Pension Insurance Board
to ensure that a majority of the Board
members are working class people
selected by unions and progressive grass
roots community organizations, and a
reform of the Canada Pension Plan Investment regulations leading to divestment from companies that are involved
in the arms industry, that pollute the
planet, or that are involved in unfair
labour practices.
16
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Whereas ongoing pension problems at
Nortel and General Motors are indicative of far reaching problems in both the
liquidity and accessibility of many private company pension plans in Canada,
and
The Tar Sands are creating untold destruction to the environment as well as animal
and human life in Alberta. They must be phased out as soon as possible.
2. NATO Hands off Libya!
Whereas the mass uprising of the people
of Libya that began on February 15, 2011
which seeks to oust dictator Muammar Gaddafi and end his police state, is
part of the wave of popular democratic
revolt sweeping the Arab world;
And whereas Gaddafi for the past
decade has cooperated with Washington and NATO, been compliant with
the U.S.-led wars of occupation, while
privately pocketing billions of dollars of
oil revenue,
And whereas Washington and its NATO
allies seek to control Libya’s future,
and could use the claim of providing
‘humanitarian aid’, including a ‘no fly
zone’ that is accompanied by extensive
bombing and inevitably massive civilian
casualties, to launch an armed invasion
of the country,
Therefore be it resolved that the federal
NDP actively campaign against any U.S.
or NATO intervention in Libya, against
the imposed ‘no fly zone’, and demand

the withdrawal of Canadian war ships
and jet bombers from Libyan waters
and air space, and demand an end to
Canadian firms selling/exporting military
equipment, munitions and supplies to
the region.
And therefore be it further resolved that
the NDP actively encourage the opening
of Libya’s borders with Tunisia and Egypt
so that partisans of the Arab democratic
revolt can come to the aid of the Libyan
insurgency, and that the NDP organize
solidarity with the movement of the
Libyan and Arab peoples for democracy
and self-determination.
3. Nationalize U.S. Steel
Whereas U.S. Steel has locked out Local
1005 of the United Steelworkers as it attempts to force them to agree to a new
contract with an inferior Pension Plan
for all new hires and to put an end to
indexing of pensions for present retirees.
And whereas U.S. Steel has reneged
on commitments for production and
employment levels it made when it

took over the former Steel Company of
Canada, Stelco, in 2007.
And whereas the labour of generations
of Hamilton area steelworkers created
many of the conditions of prosperity for
all of Ontario since 1910, with spill over
jobs in the railway, construction and
auto industries, just to name a few.
Therefore be it resolved that the Hamilton Works-U.S. Steel Canada be brought
under public ownership, with labour
and community control, and that the
Canada Pension Plan divest itself of all
U.S. Steel shares it holds, and instead be
used as the vehicle for this purchase of
U.S. Steel at no more than the price of
$1.2 Billion for which it was sold in 2007.
4. Phase-out the Alberta Tar Sands
Whereas the Alberta Tar Sands are the
fastest growing source of greenhouse
gas emissions in Canada and are the single greatest obstacle to Canada meeting
its global climate change responsibilities.
And whereas producing a barrel of Tars
Sand oil emits three times more greenhouse gases than producing a barrel of
conventional oil, making Tar Sands oil
some of the dirtiest on the planet. If
current development plans proceed, by
2020 the Tar Sands will release twice as
many greenhouse gases as are currently
produced by all the cars and trucks in
Canada.
And whereas the boreal forest is one
of the largest, most intact old-growth
forests left on Earth, containing more
carbon per hectare than any other ecosystem, it provides ecosystem services
that are globally important in mitigating climate change. The more forest
disturbed for the Tar Sands, the more
stored carbon released.
Therefore be it resolved that development of the Alberta Tar Sands be halted
and rapidly phased out, that public
subsidies cease, and that profits from
the tar sands industry be conscripted to
develop and implement environmentally-friendly, green energy alternatives.
5. Proportional Representation Within

the NDP
Whereas elections within the party
often reveal the existence of different
political tendencies and currents, but all
too often such elections produce winner
take all results, excluding or marginalizing minority currents and points of view,
thus minimizing vital and ongoing debate in the leading bodies of the party,
and alienating activists from the party;
And whereas the NDP position for proportional representation in Parliament
would be consistent if the party practised proportional representation within
the party;
Therefore be it resolved that party
democracy be strengthened by making
constitutional provision for proportional representation within the councils
and executive bodies of the party for
distinct, self-declared, policy-based
tendencies, slates and caucuses within
the party. This means that a majority of
seats on party councils and executives
would be reserved for members of competing slates of candidates apportioned
on the basis of the percentage of votes
received by each slate at the election
venue.
6. Repeal the Clarity Act
Whereas the Liberal government’s
federal Clarity Act, which arrogates
to Parliament the unilateral right to
determine, after the fact, whether a
future referendum vote for Quebec
sovereignty has a sufficient majority,
and a sufficiently clear question, and
thus constitutes a gross
violation of Quebec’s
national right to selfdetermination;

environmental and aboriginal activists
gathered in Bolivia in April 2010 at the
World Peoples’ Conference on Climate
Change and the Rights of Mother Earth
and issued a declaration aimed at addressing the threats posed by capitalism
and its so-called free market to nature
and to the survival of all species on this
planet,
Therefore be it resolved that the NDP
actively campaign for implementation of
the Cochabamba Protocols, including:
the establishment of an International
Climate Court to prosecute polluters;
rejection of the market mechanism of
‘Reduced Emissions from Deforestation and Forest Degradation’ (REDD),
which violates the sovereignty of
peoples; rejection of the carbon market
as a lucrative business of commercializing Mother Earth, instead of tackling
climate change; recognition, implementation and integration of the UN
Declaration on the Rights of Indigenous
Peoples in climate change negotiations;
that leading industrial countries cut
carbon emissions by 50 per cent of 2010
levels by 2030; that natural resources be
protected and used rationally through
public ownership and democratic
control; and adoption of the Andean
peoples’ concept of ‘living well’ instead
of wanting to ‘live better’ by consuming more, regardless of the cost to our
neighbours and to our environment.
8. Legalize Cannabis
Whereas simply decriminalizing marijuana would still leave possession as an
offence punishable by a fine, and would

Therefore Be it Resolved that the NDP
actively campaign for
repeal of the Clarity
Act.
7. Support the Cochabamba Protocols
Whereas thousands of

Right: Democracy, anyone? If the NDP believes in proportional
representation for our House of Commons, why can’t we have
proportional representation in the NDP for the party’s executive
bodies and councils?
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leave all the other harms associated
with prohibition intact,
Therefore be it resolved that the federal
NDP actively campaign for the elimination of all fines and criminal penalties for
personal cultivation and possession of
cannabis, for an amnesty for all persons
convicted of same, and for the establishment of a taxed and regulated framework for production and distribution of
cannabis to adults;

istan are engaged in combat against
national resistance forces, to prop up a
US-puppet government of human rights
abusers, drug traffickers and warlords,
to occupy and control a region of the
country for the purpose of constructing
through it a lucrative oil/gas pipeline,
and to justify aggressive militarism increasingly allied to Washington s global
corporate agenda;

foreign governments and lending institutions, the Haitian government has
embarked on a program of privatization
of public enterprises;

Therefore be it resolved that the NDP

Therefore Be It Resolved that the NDP
will actively campaign for:

And whereas foreign governments,
including Canada, bear a heavy responsibility for the crisis and abuses in Haiti
due to their participation in the removal
of Haiti s sovereign government in 2004;

The release of political prisoners and
the wrongfully detained.
Substantial and meaningful assistance
to social and economic development
in Haiti, with such aid to be delivered
to, and extended in cooperation with
the duly-elected and sovereign Haitian
government.
The withdrawal of the foreign police
and military presence from Haiti.
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An independent investigation of the
raids by United Nations military forces
into Cite Soleil on July 5, 2005 and
December 22, 2006 that resulted in the
deaths of dozens of Haitians.

By taking major industries under social ownership, we can democratize workplaces
and provide workers and citizens with real influence in economic decision making
Therefore be it further resolved that
the NDP actively campaign for a broad
federal review of the impacts and harms
caused by current drug prohibition policies, to select the best model for the
government to implement a non-criminal, regulatory approach to psychoactive
substance use that is based on reducing
risk and harm, by emphasizing prevention, public education, health promotion
and safety.
9. Canada out of NATO, NATO out of
Afghanistan
Whereas NATO is a relic of the Cold
War and a tool of US aggression in
pursuit of corporate interests and militarism;
And whereas Canadian forces in Afghan18
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actively campaign to get Canada out of
NATO, to get NATO out of Afghanistan,
and to disengage Canadian forces from
any support role for the U.S. and its client regime in Iraq, from the training of
Iraqi soldiers in Jordan, and policing the
shipping lanes of the Persian Gulf.
10. Canada Out of Haiti
Whereas the people of Haiti have endured persistent human rights abuses,
including the internment of political
prisoners and deadly military raids by
the Canadian-trained Haitian National
Police and the United Nations forces;
And whereas the people of Haiti are suffering a deep economic and social crisis;
And whereas under pressure from

An independent inquiry into Canada’s
role in the overthrow of Haiti’s elected
government in 2004, with such inquiry
to release the full documentation of
the ‘Ottawa Initiative on Haiti’ meeting
held at Meech Lake, Quebec on January
31 to February 1, 2003.
11. Justice for Palestinians, Boycott
Apartheid Israel
Whereas there can be no lasting peace
in Palestine/Israel, or the surrounding
region, without social justice;
Therefore Be it Resolved that the NDP
actively campaign for the Right of Return for all refugees, an end to the Israeli
settlements and Israeli occupation of
Palestinian lands, a halt to the armed
aggression, the bulldozing of homes, the
destruction of olive groves and farms,
the assassination of political leaders and
activists by the Zionist state, and the
removal of the apartheid wall, still under
construction across the West Bank.
Therefore Be it Further Resolved that
the NDP call for restoration of aid

And whereas private ownership of
banks and insurance companies generates wasteful advertising, duplication of
services, higher transactions costs, and
thus higher costs for consumers;
Therefore Be It Resolved that the NDP
actively campaign for nationalization of
the big five Canadian banks and major
insurance companies (including life,
home and auto insurance firms), to be
operated under public democratic control, with compensation to the former
owners in the form of low-interest,
long-term bonds;
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Be it further resolved that democratic
management be exercised by an elected
council of bank workers, consumers,
small business folk, family farmers and
the labour movement as a whole.
NDP Conventions must be made more accessible and democratic, with more time
for discussion of policy and member-driven debate
to the Palestine Authority, demand
a halt to military aid, investment and
economic trade with Israel until all the
above demands are met, and that the
NDP campaign for an end to the rule of
apartheid laws that make Israeli Arabs
and Palestinians second and third class
citizens under occupation.
12. Nationalize the Auto Industry
Whereas the Big 3 North American
auto companies have ignored consumer
needs, shown reckless disregard for the
environment, and squandered enormous
wealth, workers’ pension funds and
community well-being;
And whereas corporate CEOs demand,
and get, government bail out money in
the billions, huge labour concessions,
while arrogantly expecting to maintain
control, at public expense, of an industry
they drove into the ground;
Therefore Be It Resolved that the NDP
actively campaign for nationalization of
the Big 3 auto companies, to be operated under workers’ and community
control, and advocate a shift towards
building small, fuel-efficient, affordable
and environmentally sustainable cars
and other vehicles designed to meet
society’s transportation needs.
13. Nationalize the Big Banks and Insurance Companies

Whereas the giant banks are a central
pillar of the failed world capitalist system, substituting lies and manipulation
for genuine production, squandering
untold wealth, and plunging millions
into destitution and misery;
And whereas banks and insurance
monopolies in Canada are preoccupied
maximizing profits and dividends for
shareholders at the expense of citizens,
small business persons and farmers;

14. Nationalize Big Oil and Gas
Whereas giant oil and gas corporations
in Canada have reaped billions in profit,
while despoiling the environment, and
ignoring the urgent need to invest substantially in making the shift towards a
new green energy efficiency;
Therefore Be It Resolved that the NDP
actively campaign for nationalization of
the energy industry, under workers’ and
community control, to guarantee domestic supply and to furnish the basis to
rebuild industry, and to create hundreds
of thousands of jobs, especially in renewable energy and mass public transit.

Other Socialist Caucus Resolutions
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

For More Policy Discussion
at Convention
No NDP coalition with
Business Class Political
Parties
End ‘One Member One Vote’
Superficial Decision-Making
Democratic Control of
the Telecommunications
Industry
Hands off Migrant Workers
Fair and Democratic Trade
Elimination of Tuition and
Student Debt
Raise the Minimum Wage
Build Social Housing
Share the Work, Shorten the

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Work Week
Defend and Extend the Right
to Strike
Building the Party as a Mass
Movement of the Working
Class and Allies
Party Internal Financing
Solidarity with Cuba
Defend Venezuela and
Bolivia
Restore Food Safety; Rebuild
the Public Service
Social Ownership and
Economic Democracy
Social Ownership of Primary
Industries
Gender Identity
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An Election Night I Wil Never Forget,
or Why Oranges Grow Blue in Quebec

Photo: Brian Lapuz

NDP Socialist Caucus activist Hans Modlich gives a historical account of
Quebec politics - and how special that night on May 2 really was for all of us

T

here have been three abortive
attempts so far in my political lifetime to find a proper
home for the Quebecois nation inside in a pan-Canadian
framework.
In 1958, the year after I had
stepped off the boat in Quebec City at
the age of fourteen, Diefenbaker swept
la “belle provence”. He could hardly
pronounce the words “deux nations”
let alone fathom the implications. Less
than ten years later, not to be outdone,
Pearson had brought in the Maple Leaf
after the heated ‘flag debate’ finally got
rid of the Union Jack.
Then came the antinationalist, intellectual Trudeau,
who put relations into a deep
freeze in October 1970. After a
decade of jingoism, he outfoxed
Levesque. The latter had set May
1980 as his referendum deadline
falsely assuming Mr ‘”Just watch
me” had retired from the political
arena. Claude Morin, Levesque’s
intergovernmental minister, was
eventually unmasked as an RCMP
20
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operative. So much for the broken
promise of a federal renewal, which had
carried the first referendum.
When I lived in Quebec, I
had voted for sovereign but associated statehood, having returned from
a two-year engineering stint in Europe,
where an economic union of six principal nations was starting to bite into the
bi-polar duopoly of the Cold War world.
Yet another decade later, who
could forget the Irish crooner Mulroney
and Levesque’s “beau risque” of supporting the Tories (along with free trade)?
That all ended with the aborted Charlottetown Accord on Oct 26, 1992. Un-

“So after fifty long years of being
on the receiving end of Canada’s
archaic first-past-the-post system,
Quebec had finally rewarded us with
a resounding mandate – probationary,
yes, and totally out of the blue – but
resounding just the same.”

like Meech, I opposed it, but the party
fell for it. Most of Canada seemed to
have thought like me. But the NDP had
to pay for this mistake with the emergence of the Reform Party – who just
now have bestowed upon us a Harper
majority!
Quebec also harvested a mixed
blessing from the 1993 total collapse of
the PC’s. On one hand, Lucien Bouchard had formed the Bloc Quebecois, but
on the other had reaped the svengali
Jean Charest, Mulroney’s Meech Lake
man on the job. Charest is now on his
third term as neo-liberal Quebec premier!
And now comes the orange
tsunami of the May 2 election.
What happened? The best
analysis I have yet read was an
op-ed by Philippe Bernard Arcand
in the May 4 Le Devoir titled Les
Oranges Bleues. He writes from
the vantage point of an ENA
student, Europe’s top school of
political science in Strasbourg.
Arcand’s take is that the NPD
overtook the BQ from the left.

Fatigue had set in amongst the Sovereignist forces after six sweeps of the
bulk of 75 seats. Also a protracted leadership crisis in the PQ and a rightward
policy drift toward centrist populism
away from social democracy had sown
cynicism among labour, youth and activist ranks,.
Other indicators of this passing
on the left or “doublure a gauche” were
the NDP’s clear programmatic NON to
an Afghan War extension (enjoying an
82% approval rating) and the clear rejection of the F35 fighter purchase.
For me, the seminal moment in
the debates came in a one-on-one between Duceppe and Layton. Duceppe
had just declared the certainty that he
would never become PM, and had asked
Jack to fess up that the same would be
the case with Monsieur Layton. At that
very point the gears started clicking in
the minds of Quebec voters from Natashquan to Abitibi-Temiscamingue.

Continued from page seven
disaster that is global capitalism.
May 2 ushered in a new situation, brimming with new opportunities that warm the heart of every
working person. While the Canadian
Labour Congress tops say ‘wait four
years to replace the government’,
while they amalgamate labour councils to make them even more remote
from local unionists, we need not be
bound to their prescriptions.
When Jack Layton says he
wants to be “more about proposition
than opposition”, we need not swallow that pill. The task of socialists,
radicals and worker militants is to
unite behind the postal workers, to
support Quebecois and aboriginal
demands for national liberation, to
demand money for jobs, for green
energy conversion, not for jails, jets
and imperial wars of occupation.
Together, we can prove that
the most right-wing government in
Canadian history is a paper tiger. We
can show that it can be blown away
by a strong wave of class struggle.
Let’s force the labour leadership to
lead the fight, or get the heck out of
the way.
This entails the construction of a militant, well-organized
left wing in the unions and the NDP.
The time is now. n

With Quebec’s forestry industry
in the doldrums, oil and housing prices
hitting the roof and a dissident grassroots movement just having forced the
Liberal Premier to call off the rapacious
fracking exploration (“gas de schiste”),
what did they have to lose ?
Was it not worth taking a
gamble on smiling Jack, swinging his
cane Fred Astaire like, in defiance of hip
surgery just weeks earlier (a la Lucien
Bouchard who had emerged triumphant
after an attack of flesh eating disease)?
One journalist-pundit reported
after an exit poll in Val d’Or that the
young working class voter he was certain would have voted Bloquiste – had in
fact voted NDP while biting his fingernails to the last minute in the booth.
Meanwhile back in my Beaches
East York riding on Election Day, I had
been pulling the vote in a couple of our
staunchest working class polls. I picked
up the last bubble sheets at 9 pm and

Suite de la page neuf
guerre. La lutte actuelle décidera de
l’ensemble des rapports des forces de
classe.
Il y a un point sur lequel il vaut
la peine d’insister à nos amis à travers
la gauche indépendante: C’est le temps
de prendre position, de mettre de
côté les abstractions académiques, et
de dépasser les campagnes de petites
activités secondaires. La voie pour
influencer les 4.5 millions d’électeurs
néo-démocrates se trouve dans la lutte
contre les dirigeants pro-capitalistes
envers lesquels des millions de personnes ont des illusions.
Notre tâche n’est pas de
soutenir la direction actuelle, mais
de la défier, en particulier au sein des
organisations de masse de la classe
ouvrière. Seules ces organisations de
masse ont la capacité d’éduquer et de
mobiliser des millions de personnes.
Nous devons nous efforcer de gagner
ces organisations à l’action de masse
contre les attaques des dirigeants et
en faveur de politiques socialistes qui
peuvent donner forme à une alternative au désastre économique et
environnemental en cours qu’est le
capitalisme mondial.
Le 2 mai a marqué le début
d’une situation nouvelle, pleine de
nouvelles possibilités qui font chaud au
cœur à tout travailleur et travailleuse.

made a few more voter calls. “If ever
in the last 40 years you have considered voting for us – so was my pitch
– then this is the time to make your
NDP vote count.” And it did. Mathew
Kellway had turned the table on perennial Liberal winner Maria Minna with a
decisive 4,000 vote margin. The orange
wave had resonated even in gentrified
Beaches East York!
But I was to find this out only
an hour later after crashing before my
own TV to watch the results coming
in on the French network. Quebec’s
foremost spin-doctors were at it: JeanFrancois Lysee, media guru for Parizeau,
Lisa Frulla, perennial Liberal commentator, Ann Lagace-Dowson, 2008 NDP
candidate for Westmount, was sparring
for the NPD point-de-vue.
My fatigue soon gave way to
exhilaration. I had suspected all along
continued on page twenty five

Alors que les dirigeants du Congrès
du Travail du Canada nous disent
«d’attendre quatre ans pour remplacer
le gouvernement», tout en fusionnant
les conseils syndicaux pour les rendre
encore plus éloignés des syndicalistes
locaux, nous n’avons pas besoin d’être
liés à leurs exigences.
Lorsque Jack Layton dit qu’il
veut être «plus une proposition qu’une
opposition», nous ne devons pas avaler
cette pilule. La tâche des socialistes,
des radicaux et des militants ouvriers
est de s’unir derrière les travailleurs
et les travailleuses des postes, pour
soutenir les revendications des Québécois et des peuples autochtones pour
la libération nationale, pour demander
de l’argent pour les emplois, pour la
conversion de l’énergie verte, non pas
pour les prisons, les avions de chasse et
les guerres impérialistes d’occupation.
Ensemble, nous pouvons
prouver que le gouvernement le plus à
droite dans l’histoire canadienne est un
tigre de papier. Nous pouvons montrer
qu’il peut être emporté par une forte
vague de lutte de classe. Forçons les
dirigeants syndicaux à diriger la lutte,
ou sinon d’être éjectés de leur poste.
Cela implique la construction d’une
aile gauche militante et bien organisés
dans les syndicats et le NPD. C’est
maintenant le temps. Joignez-vous à
nous. n
Turn Left
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Building on the Historic
Gains for the NDP
The Left has been on the defensive for the better
part of the last three decades. Yet after years of
neo-liberal economic disaster, now’s the time
for working people and the NDP to build real
socialist alternatives. Barry Weisleder explains.

V

oters in Canada made
history on May 2 when
they catapulted the labour-based New Democratic Party into Official Opposition status.
Relegated to distant third place is the
former main party of business rule, the
Liberal Party. Its head, Michael Ignatieff,
lost his own Toronto seat and resigned as
party leader. And despite a mere 1.8 per
cent increase in its share of the vote, and
with over 60 per cent cast against them,
the autocratic right wing Stephen Harper
Conservatives gained a majority of seats.
This result, flawed as it is, still
expresses a seismic shift. Stunning gains
achieved by the NDP, nearly doubling its
share of the vote, more than tripling its
seat total to an historic high, gives the
federal NDP Official Opposition status
for the first time in history. It comes fifty
years after the birth of the party resulting
from the partnership of the Cooperative
Commonwealth Federation and the Canadian Labour Congress.
In terms of class politics, the
NDP electoral breakthrough places an
obstacle in the path of the capitalist
austerity drive. The ‘orange crush’ raises
working class expectations for better
times in a situation of growing economic
polarization amidst crumbling physical
and social infrastructures. But the realization of those expectations depends on
class struggles outside Parliament, with
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which the NDP can and should be totally
identified and involved.
But the biggest change factor,
arguably, was popular disgust with frozen wages, shrinking pensions, shrivelling
social benefits, and the disappearance of
hundreds of thousands of full-time jobs.
While the rich got richer from tax cuts
and obscene CEO bonuses, and by pillaging the treasures of nature, the rest of
us did a slow burn, watching as our living
standards sank.
At the same time, the NDP
should be credited for positive moves.
Leader Jack Layton, unlike his predecessors, campaigned openly to form a government, not just to win ‘a few more
seats’. He fought to reverse gigantic Tory
and Liberal give-ways to big business.
He promised that greater revenues from
the rich would pay for better health care,
pension improvements and post-secondary education access. The NDP tax plank
(despite its limitations) resonated so well
with the population that the Liberals
nearly copied it.
But Layton’s most adept move
was to tap the leftist sentiments of the
Quebec electorate.
French-speaking
Quebecois, particularly workers, have a
collective consciousness shaped by national oppression and a keen aversion to
the strictures of the Canadian state. For
once, the English-Canada-based NDP
took this into account.
After years of dithering and

policy reversals, Layton asserted that he
would repeal the undemocratic Clarity
Act, recognize a declaration of Quebec
independence after a sovereignty referendum win, and support asymmetrical
federalism. That means Quebec will be
treated as a nation, and not just another
province in Confederation. It includes a
guarantee that Quebec will have no less
than a quarter of the seats in Parliament
after re-distribution.
The NDP Leader committed to
ensure that French would be the working language in federally-regulated industries in Quebec, such as railways and
banks. Layton pledged to fight for rules
that would require future judges appointed to the Supreme Court to be fluent in French. He promised to support
efforts to plug the loop hole that allows
English private school students in Quebec to skirt Language Law 101 and, after
a couple of years, transfer to an Englishlanguage publicly funded school.
While it is wrong to read massive NDP gains in Quebec as signaling
the end of the sovereignty movement,
they do reflect a disconnection by proindependence Quebecois from the strategy and economic policies of the capitalist Parti Quebecois and the Bloc. The
shift may presage big gains by the leftist,
pro-sovereignty Quebec Solidaire at the
next provincial vote.
In the meantime, a majority of
the NDP Parliamentary Caucus, 59 of 102

“

Layton should insist on taxing the rich,
cutting the military, and transforming ecoharmful private monopolies into publiclyowned, green industries run democratically
under workers’ and community control.

MP s, consist of francophone Quebecois.
One is 19 years old, another is a former
communist candidate, and most are
strong Quebec nationalists completely
unfamiliar to the federal party apparatus.
Jack Layton may, or may not succeed in
taming this corral of tigers.
From the start, the NDP Leader
issued excuses to forestall the implementation of NDP policies. Investment
in rapid transit, social housing and urban
infrastructure would be contingent on
anticipated revenue from a new cap-andtrade carbon tax (a bad environmental
policy in any case). The proposed doubling of Canada Pension Plan benefits,
and the much-touted promise to train
new doctors would be dependent on the
‘cooperation of the provinces’.
Instead, Layton should insist on

taxing the rich, cutting the military, and
transforming eco-harmful private monopolies into publicly-owned, green industries run democratically under workers’ and community control. The place
to start is with Big Oil, auto, mining and
the banks. Use their billions to meet the
needs of millions.
Clearly, the right has made gains
by moving to the right. The left, to make
gains, must move to the left. Not just in
words, but in deeds.
That means challenging the
pro-capitalist direction of the labour and
NDP leadership. It means opposing any
talk of NDP merger with the Liberal Party, or any coalition for government with
a capitalist party. In a bourgeois coalition
the NDP would have to carry the can for
war abroad and austerity at home. A

merger with the Liberals would further
dilute the NDP programme. Instead we
need an NDP government committed to
socialist policies. That’s what many of
the thousands of new members who are
likely to stream into the newly buoyant
labour party will seek.
Historic gains for the NDP make
it time now to step up the fight for a
Workers’ Agenda and a Workers’ Government. On the crest of rising hopes and
expectations, the socialist left can organize to gain a bigger-than-ever hearing
for a class struggle programme inside the
unions and the NDP. Don’t make excuses. Make waves. Join the NDP Socialist
Caucus and fight for socialist policies at
the NDP federal convention in Vancouver, June 17-19. n

Profit System Fuels World Food Crisis

G

lobally, more than 935 million
people go hungry every day. The
dramatic rise in food prices adds
millions monthly to the starving mass. It
precipitated the ‘Arab Awakening’ from
Tunisia to Egypt. It sparked food riots in
Bangladesh, and now confronts Afghanistan with a 50 per cent shortfall in funding for food operations.
Food prices soared 36 per
cent over the past year, according to the
World Bank.
Why? Severe weather and crop
diseases certainly took their toll.
But other causes are man-made
(even if you think climate change is not).
Market speculation and the diverting

of farm land to bio-fuels are two of the
causes, and they are no freaks of nature.
They are the products of capitalist greed.
Corn, cassava, canola and sugar
are increasingly used to make ethanol to
power cars and trucks.
“Global maize prices rose about
73 per cent in the six months after June
2010,” said the World Bank’s Agriculture
and Rural Development Team. Forty per
cent of the U.S. corn crop now goes into
ethanol.
Using food to make fuel is profitable for business, but as a substitute for
oil, it’s like flipping humanity from the
frying pan into the fire – with no reduction of the impact of carbon-burning on

nature.

Since world population is predicted to top 9 billion by 2050, the urgency of increasing food production cannot
be overstated. At the same time, the
hypocrisy of the capitalist rulers should
never be underestimated. In 2008,
leaders of the G20 countries pledged
$22 billion over three years to help poor
countries increase food production. According to the World Bank fund set up to
administer this money, only $400 million
has so far been received.
How long will the starving wait?
How long can capitalism get away with
murder? n
Turn Left
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THE CASE FOR EQUALITY

T

he Spirit Level’s argument is simple: In rich countries, a smaller
gap between rich and poor means
a happier, healthier, and more successful population. Along a range of social
indicators, including teenage pregnancy,
mortality, reported happiness, obesity,
drug use, and the incidence of violence,
more equal countries perform better.
Overall quality of life – for all citizens – is

party to openly question the nostrums
of the Third Way project and commit
to closing the gap between the rich and
poor.
This rethinking of social democracy is important. Third Way social
democrats weren’t overly troubled by
economic inequality; they committed to
reducing absolute poverty but left widening disparities untouched. Their focus
on targeted social investments in human
capital development
The Spirit Level: Why More Equal Societies Always
(through policies like
Do Better, by Richard Wilkinson and Kate Pickett
early childhood edu(Penguin, 2010).
cation and job training) was grounded in
A Review by Simon Black
predilections
about
the inevitability of globalized capitalism and
thus deeply related the need for workers to adapt to the new
to levels of eco- competitive environment.
nomic inequality.
And Third Way disciples such as
Wilkinson and Tony Blair praised financial deregulation
Pickett
produce and innovation for the role it could play
data from 23 rich in ‘growing the economy’. A bigger ecocountries and 50 nomic pie, they argued, meant a bigger support across class lines, as it stands
states to make their slice for workers, just a disproportion- to benefit all, is naively optimistic; class
case. Using scatter ately smaller one than was dished out to struggle still matters.
graphs, regression them under the post-war compromise,
The rich may fear the type of
analysis, and short, with CEO salaries and investment
violence that characterizes highly
punchy chapters organized around the banker bonuses reaching
unequal societies, but they
various social indicators, The Spirit Level grotesque levels under
are more likely to build
“Third
shows that increases in social inequality neo-liberalism.
bigger walls around
are the source of many contemporary
The beauty
their gated commuWay social
social problems. More equal Scandina- of The Spirit Level
nities than raise
democrats
weren’t
via and Japan consistently score better is that it puts
the red flag of
overly troubled by
than the highly unequal US and the UK. economic equalegalitarianism in
economic inequality;
Canada sits somewhere in the middle, ity back at the
response. It is
flanked by the likes of France and Swit- center of social
the hard work of
they committed to
zerland.
democratic polieveryday politics
reducing absolute
With socialists searching for tics. The book’s
– from commupoverty but left
new answers to old questions in the drawbacks
are
nity organizing to
wake of the global economic crisis, The in failing to adpolitical education
widening disparities
Spirit Level marks one contribution to equately address
– that will bring
untouched.”
something of a social democratic redux. the political limits
about more equal soWith Third Way social democracy utterly to economic equality
cieties.
disgraced by its affiliation with neoliber- under capitalism. Policies
While The Spirit Level
alism, social democratic soul searching that will affect the distribudoesn’t pretend to be a ‘how to’
has produced some lively polemics of tion and redistribution of wealth, from guide for political action, it does confirm
late, from Tony Judt’s Ill Fares the Land to increasing trade union bargaining power with hard science what we on the left
Will Hutton’s Them and Us. Ed Miliband to more progressive income taxes, are have known intuitively for years: equality
– who keeps a copy of The Spirit Level recommended by Wilkinson and Pick- is not only morally right, but good for the
close at hand – may be the first leader ett. But their argument that policies mind, body and soul as well. n
of a major European social democratic that create equality should receive broad
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Postal Workers Deliver 95% Strike Mandate
BY ELIZABETH BYCE
As we go to press,
the Canadian Union
of Postal Workers
(CUPW) suspended
its latest strike deadline of May 26 so that
collective bargaining
can continue. By law,
the union is required
to give a 72-hour
strike notice. The Union submitted a global
offer to the employer on May 22 in a bid to
narrow differences and reach a settlement.
Management continues to take a hard line,
egged on by conservative organizations like
the Canadian Federation of Independent
Business, and is seeking major concessions.
Postal workers know much is at
stake, and seem to be ready to take on a
belligerent corporation and a right wing
Conservative government with a new

Continued from page twenty one
that Harper would get his majority, but
I had never dreamed that we would
become the official opposition. Was this
not a near optimal outcome? This time
we would be first in the limelight of
media spin doctors. This way, too, there
would be no coalition hanky-panky to
detract us. (The 1972 Lewis-Trudeau
wheeling-dealings had only decimated
our votes in the following election).
So after fifty long years of being
on the receiving end of Canada’s archaic
first-past-the-post polling, Quebec had
finally rewarded us with a resounding
mandate – probationary, yes, and totally
out of the blue – but resounding just the
same. After half a century of political
intercourse of our two solitudes, the
NDP had hit the spot and united the left
forces in both nations under one banner!
What a lesson for the party
brass to absorb. With the weakest ever
of electoral machines, we had just won
the most splendid breakthrough ever.
Confirming that when it comes to election strategy, a courageous alternative
platform trumps organizational prowess
every time.
At around midnight, TV coverage tuned in to the Constitution Room
at Toronto’s Metro Convention Centre

parliamentary majority.
“We hope the sky-high strike vote
and the record turnout of our members will
put pressure on Canada Post to negotiate,” said CUPW National President Denis
Lemelin in a statement released April 18
on the union’s web site.
He was referring to the inspiring
94.5 per cent vote in favour of going on
strike, if necessary, to obtain a good collective agreement. CUPW’s 48,000 members
know the issues well. That was evident in
the unprecedented participation in the
strike vote. Management wants to create
a two-tier system. Workers now earn
about $25 an hour, and Canada Post has
proposed $18 an hour for new employees,
Lemelin told the Toronto Star. “Canada
Post wants to create a cheap labour force,
where they have lower wages, less holidays, some benefits, and pension changes.”
Management wants to weaken
job security and end the banking of sick

days in favour of a short-term disability
program. Its wage proposal is below the
rate of inflation, so it amounts to a wage cut
for everyone. The results of the strike vote
show that postal workers will not accept
these rollbacks. In this respect, CUPW is
setting a powerful example for the entire
labour movement.
Canada Post is about to celebrate its 16th consecutive year of profits.
The corporation also plans to make huge
productivity gains through modernization.
Postal workers deserve to share in the benefits. If it comes to a strike, postal workers
pledge to deliver pension and social assistance cheques, voluntarily and without
interruption. No other mail or parcels will
move.
As for the duration, members of
Canada’s most militant, democratic union
are fond of saying: “The longer the picket
line, the shorter the strike.” n

for the Jack Layton-Olivia Chow victory
telecast. The anticipation was palpable.
Olivia fired up the crowd. And then
there was Jack. Well, I need not tell you
about the smile on his face – it’s probably still etched on yours.
But wait a minute, what was it
that you saw in the background spreading over three giant plasma screens?
And what was the unanimous crowd
waving without exception? A sea of
Maple Leaf flags, but not a single fleurs
de lys!
CBC News anchor Celine Galipeau’s guests were visibly taken aback,
but thankfully neither Ann, Francois
or Lisa commented on the fact. Woe,
I thought, what a slap in the face of
Quebec? What must our brand new
erstwhile BQ voters be thinking? Was
this bashing intended, or an accident
of some overzealous Anglo-Ontarian
Trudeau devotee? Were we heading for
a political one night stand – if ever there
was one? I asked myself and I resolved I
had to do something about this FauxPas, sans pareil. For a copy of my open
letter to NDP Elections Campaign
Director Brad Lavigne, see page 3.
Sovereignist governments in
Quebec have legislated many socialdemocratic planks, such as election
reforms, anti-scab laws and child care,

long before the rest of Canada. Currently, a “dying with dignity” commission is touring the province, miles ahead
of the political will in the rest of Canada.
But the PQ has also had its Bob
Rae in the person of Lucien Bouchard,
who just recently accepted the job of
chief lobbyist for the oil and gas industry (on the payroll of Talisman Energy)
and is unabashedly promoting shale gas
exploration - Quebec’s equivalent of the
Tar Sands.
However, ‘Lucid Lucien’ has
met his nemesis in Amir Khadir, co-leader (and sole MLA) for Quebec Solidaire,
the fledgling party for an independent
and socialist Quebec. Khadir has
become the conscience of the Quebec
legislature and ranks tops amongst
Quebec’s political figures in popularity
ratings. He has supported and has been
a key component of the Orange Wave.
I can’t help but make a comparison with the 1970’s Waffle’s stand for an
independent and socialist Canada - the
realization that for Canada to be truly
independent of the corporatist stranglehold, embodied more than ever today by
Harper - we must build an independent
Canada that is socialist. Quebec has
given us an opening to do so, as we have
never had before.
Let us not squander it. n
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PROFILE: CAW Economist Jim Stanford

T

urn Left Editor Sean Cain spoke with
progressive economist and bestselling author Jim Stanford about the
current economic crisis, widening inequality, and what the NDP and labour can do
about it all
SC: The 2008 economic crisis caused the
near collapse of the global financial system
and neo-liberal economic policy. Yet
right-wing political parties throughout the
western world haven’t declined in the polls.
In fact, many of them have increased voter
support and continue to win elections.
Why hasn’t the Left capitalized on what
was seen by many as a quarter-century
failure of neo-liberal economic theory?

JS: I think Naomi Klein gave us the answer
to this important question in her fabulous
book, Shock Doctrine. The intellectual apparatus of the right is coherent, focused, and
well-resourced. When disaster strikes (even
a human-made disaster, even one caused
by exactly the policies they themselves are
advocating), they step into the breach with
a well-articulated, internally consistent story
line about how the crisis must be solved.
They take advantage of the fear and confusion of everyone, to ram that agenda down
our throats – mightily assisted, of course, by
their ownership and control of so many of
the tools of communication and the media.
They seem to know what they
are doing. And average people, fearful of
losing more than they already have, and not
exposed to anything remotely as focused or
well-articulated from the left, often go along.
So while the crisis was a dramatic refutation
of almost everything neo-liberalism stands
for, progressive forces were not strong,
focused, or prepared enough to drive that
message home. Instead we are, ironically,
left on the defensive.
SC: For the first time in Canadian history,
the NDP has become the Official Opposition in the House of Commons. What
specific policies can the NDP and its allies
in the labour movement propose to further
the rights of working people and wage
earners?
JS: I think that the importance of being Official Opposition has been vastly overstated
by many in the party. Yes, there will be more
resources for the party apparatus in Ottawa.
At the same time, the party will now face an
overwhelming pressure every day to appear
reasonable, to further water down its policies, and to appear non-threatening. The
overarching goal of the party’s parliamentary
strategy over the next four years will be to
position the party as a credible government
in waiting, according to the existing views
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and prejudices of Canadians. That is different from the goal of going out and trying
to convince Canadians about the value of
progressive alternatives.
I worry that the party in this new
role will be tempted to evolve into something that is hard to differentiate from the
former Liberals. This is what has occurred
in other countries, and in several Canadian
provinces, when the electoral make-up
evolves into one dominated by two parties
each competing for the incremental centrist
voter. This makes it hard for me to celebrate
the outcome of the 2011 election – all the
more so given that Harper won a majority,
which he will ruthlessly use to change our
society in big, lasting ways.
That caution being stated, there
are many fine progressive MPs in the caucus
(including in the Shadow Cabinet), and they
will do a fine, principled job in raising key
issues before Parliament, and in broader
debates. We will need strong cooperation
between them and the movements outside
of Parliament which must mobilize aggressively on each issue, to show Harper that his
so-called “majority” does not give him a carte
blanche to remake Canada.
SC: Wage stagnation in Canada is perhaps
one of the most unreported economic stories of the last twenty five years. Statistics
Canada states that whereas real hourly
wages more than doubled from the mid1940s to the mid-1970s, they have been
stagnant since about 1980. Why has this
happened and how is it negatively affecting
the economy as a whole?
JS: There has been both a stagnation of
average labour incomes, as you note, and a
polarization of incomes around that average
– with a widening gap between high-income
households and the rest of the population.
What we once called the middle class (which
in reality is just a segment of the working
class that was able to win better treatment
from capitalism, for a while anyway) is being
squeezed relentlessly.
These negative shifts in distribution reflect the systematic undermining
of the institutional and legal structures
that supported mass prosperity during
the so-called post-war Golden Age. These
structures include, first and foremost, unions
and collective bargaining, which have been
on the defensive in Canada (like elsewhere)
since neo-liberalism established itself in the
early 1980s.
They also include other forms
of wage regulation, the weakening of most
labour standards (including the legal ratification of precarious and contract work), the
downsizing of public sector activity and
employment, and the erosion of once “good”

jobs in manufacturing and resources (the
consequence of globalization and a new
ruthlessness on the part of employers).
Chronic macroeconomic sluggishness has
also undermined labour market conditions,
making workers perpetually vulnerable and
generally unable to defend their share of the
wealth they produce.
SC: On a related note, many conservative
economists in North America relish in the
idea that working people have been “living
beyond our means,” and that governments
must cut back important services in order
to balance budgets. Yet as progressive
American economist Robert Reich recently
pointed out, isn’t it true that due to wage
decline and larger personal debt, we
haven’t actually been “living beyond our
means,” but our “means” have just been
lowered?
JS: Household debt has reached historic
levels in Canada relative to disposable
income – over 150% at last measure. Policymakers have had a dichotomous response to
this trend. At times they wring their hands
and fret over Canadians’ lack of prudence.
But don’t forget, when the financial crisis hit
in 2008, they begged consumers to go out
shopping – and, in fact, debt-fueled consumer spending (spurred by near-zero interest
rates) saved our goat, adding even more to
aggregate demand during those crucial quarters than the government stimulus package
which was also implemented. So do we want
consumers to go into debt, or don’t we? The
answer, apparently, is both.
Why do consumers go into debt?
Sometimes for good reasons (to buy a house
or a car). Sometimes for bad reasons (to pay
bubble-like prices for real estate, or to offset
the impact of stagnant wages and falling purchasing power). Financial industry practices
have a lot to do with it, too. It’s too simplistic
to blame the whole problem of consumer
debt on stagnant wages; we also have to
change the way debt is marketed and sold to
consumers.
At any rate, we clearly cannot
count on Canadians being willing to spend
like drunken sailors to keep the economy
going – nor should we. No economy can be
led by consumer spending for long; instead,
consumer spending tends to follow and reinforce the underlying trends in growth and
development.
SC: According to opinion polls, even most
Americans believe that banks and other
financial institutions were the main cause
of the 2008 economic crisis. What hasn’t
the NDP raised this as an issue? Why can’t
be start talking about ideas like public ownership of the banking industry and greater

“It is painfully ironic that the
sector of the economy
that started the
whole crisis – the
financial industry
– is once again
rolling in the
money, while
working people
around the
world who are
the victims of
that crisis are
being forced to
keep tighteing
their belts.”

economic democracy when it comes to
monetary policy and our financial system?
JS: It is painfully ironic that the sector of the
economy that started the whole crisis – the
financial industry, including its most aggressive and speculative incarnations, like hedge
funds – is once again rolling in the money,
while the working people around the world
who are the victims of that crisis are being
forced to keep tightening their belts.
Canada’s experience with the
financial crisis was very different than in the
U.S. Here our banks were better regulated (protected against foreign takeovers,
for example, and required to keep larger
reserves on hand). They were also more
cautious – perhaps because of the rich profits
they can make any day of the week in less
risky ventures, given their protected market
dominance here in Canada.
Hence, the instability in finance
was not remotely as severe here as in the U.S.
or Europe, and that is the dominant reason
(certainly not “prudent fiscal management”
by Ottawa!) why Canada’s economy survived
the recession so much better than America’s.
Nevertheless, Canadian banks asked for and
received $200 billion of federal aid during the
worst months of the crisis; we should never
accept the false claim that they somehow
stood on their own feet.
It is important to raise the role of
the private financial sector, its failures, and its
greed, as the starting point of any discussion
of the crisis and how we will recover from it.
But that’s a complex undertaking. In general,
mainstream political parties will not lead a
task of popular political-economy education
like that; they focus on trying to win the appeal of a larger segment of the existing political spectrum, as opposed to trying to actively
change the views of Canadians. It is up to

other organizations – unions, NGOs, popular
education activists – to teach Canadians
about the reality of private finance (private
banks literally have a license to print money,
and they do so to maximize their own profits
rather than supply the economy with a steady
flow of credit), and what will be needed to
reign it in. That has been the focus of most of
the public talks I have given on economics in
the last three years, and we need a lot more
of it.
SC: According to Statistics Canada, corporate taxes at the federal level have nearly
been cut in half during the past fifteen
years, and are about a third of what they
were in the late 1980s. What can the NDP
do to challenge these policies and offer
alternatives based on fair taxation?
JS: Corporations use the desperation
of workers and communities to extract
concessions from all stakeholders, including
governments, in return for promises of future
investment and growth. It’s that leverage
and mobility that have allowed corporations
in most jurisdictions to talk down corporate
taxes, including Canada. The combined
federal-provincial rate has indeed fallen by
half, from around 50% in the early 1980s to
25% by next year.
This decline in corporate taxation
has further accentuated the long rise in profitability for corporations under neoliberalism:
even the pre-tax share of corporate profits
was at an all-time high in 2008 before the
crisis hit, and the rise in after-tax profits was
even steeper. As I showed in a comprehensive paper written during the federal election
for the CCPA (“Having Their Cake and Eating
it Too,” at www.policyalternatives.ca), those
tax cuts have had no visible impact on investment by Canadian corporations.

Those tax cuts were politically
controversial for the Conservatives this time
around. Even though they won a majority, most Canadians rejected the idea that
corporations should get more tax cuts while
everyone else in Canada is tightening their
belts. I think we can build on that logical,
gut-level rejection of trickle-down economics.
We must highlight the failure of companies to
reinvest their tax savings.
SC: Conservative trade policies continue
to threaten hundreds of thousands of good
paying jobs in Canada, and three years ago,
Stephen Harper signed a trade agreement
with Colombia, a country with an exceptionally poor human rights record. What could
the NDP propose to create fair trade policies that take into consideration the rights
of workers, farmers and the poor?
JS: Peter Julian is one of those NDP MPs who
has done an absolutely stellar job of raising
the demands of popular constituencies
(including unions, human rights organizations,
and others) about free trade agreements
and globalization. He is a role model as
an elected representative who uses their
position within Parliament to raise the issues
and concerns of those fighting outside of
Parliament. I know he will be working hard
to keep up the fight against the FTAs, which
will clearly be a central priority for Harper’s
majority.
The bigger issue is what we can do
in our communities and in our movements
to mobilize opposition to those deals, and to
show that we haven’t given up the fight for
independence and democratic economic
governance, despite what has happened over
the last quarter-century. If we can’t do that,
we can hardly expect any MP – no matter
how principled – to do it for us. n
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NDP Socialist Caucus Public Forums
During convention weekend in Vancouver, the Socialist Caucus is
holding the following workshops. We warmly invite you to attend.
Solidarity with Palestine and the
Boycott of Israeli Apartheid
Friday, June 17. 1 p.m. Room 208

Speakers:
Hanna Kawas, Chairperson, CanadaPalestine Association, radio co-host
of ‘Voice of Palestine’,
Tom Baker, Socialist Caucus steering
committee member, Delegate
Hamilton-Centre NDP.

What Does Quebec Want?
Friday, June 17. 7 p.m. Room 208

Speakers:
NDP/NPD members of Parliament
from Quebec (t.b.a.)
Barry Weisleder, chair, NDP
Socialist Caucus, Trinity-Spadina
Delegate (alternate) to Ontario NDP
provincial council.

Unions Challenge Harper’s Agenda
Saturday, June 18. 1 p.m. Room 208

Speakers:
John Bail, National Director for
Pacific Region, Canadian Union of
Postal Workers.
Gary Howe, V.P., United Steel
Workers’ Local 1005, representing
900 locked-out workers at U.S. Steel
in Hamilton, Ontario.
Simon Black, researcher, columnist
for Canadian Dimension, Delegate
Mississauga NDP.
Julius Arscott, Danforth NDP, V.P.
Local 532, OPSEU, and Socialist
Caucus committee member.

Representative of CUPE Ontario
(t.b.a.)

Donate to the Socialist Caucus
The Socialist Caucus spends its resources publishing
editions of Turn Left, issues literature to promote SC
candidates for executive, promotes public forums and
produces SC posters, stickers, buttons and more.

If you can give, now is the time. We can make a real
difference in creating a more democratic party. Please
send a cheque to: NDP Socialist Caucus, 526 Roxton Rd.
Toronto, ON. M6G 3R4. We really appreciate your help.

Introducing the NDP Socialist Caucus
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Founded by NDP members in Toronto in 1998, the SC
stands for the creation of a democratically-controlled
economy and a cooperative commonwealth. We
believe that the struggle for peace, women’s rights and
environmental sustainability is central to the creation
of a better world. The Socialist Caucus also believes
that the NDP must become more democratic and allow
for greater debate and bottom-up participation in the
party and at conventions.

Fondé par des membres du NPD à Toronto en 1998, le SC est
pour la création d’une économie démocratiquement contrôlée
et un État coopératif. Nous croyons que la lutte pour la paix,
les droits des femmes et la durabilité de l’environnement est
essentielle à la création d’un monde meilleur. Le Caucus Socialiste estime que le NPD doit devenir plus démocratique et
permettre une plus grande participation et un débat de la base
au somment dans le parti et aux congrès.

he NDP Socialist Caucus is a group of party
members who believe that in order to survive, the
New Democratic Party must move to the Left and join
working Canadians and their allies in the struggle for
socialism, democracy and freedom.

We invite you to join with us in this most important
endeavor.

e Caucus Socialiste du NPD est un groupe de membres du
parti qui croient que, dans le but de survivre, le Nouveau
Parti démocratique doit se déplacer vers la gauche et rejoindre les travailleurs et les travailleuses canadien-nes et leurs
allié-es dans la lutte pour le socialisme, la démocratie et la
liberté.

Nous vous invitons à nous rejoindre dans cet effort le plus
important.

